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In wireless sensor networks there is a huge need for a test environment or framework where
multiple network topologies [1], [2], [3] along with their parameters and applied communica-
tion protocols can be easily described and tested under different circumstances. Such a testbed
could reveal the effectiveness or the bottleneck of built-up networks and protocols.
Given the problem described above, our purpose was to implement a testbed being capable
of performing different types of unit tests focusing on the wireless communication by collect-
ing specially designed statistical indices on it. The framework is written in NesC language
under the TinyOS operating system which are the de facto standards for writing embedded
applications for wireless sensor networking hardware [4], [5].
Because of the lack of dynamic memory allocation in current TinyOS distributions, we had
to overcome the problem of dynamically assigning network topologies and communication
schemes to the sensor nodes building up the network. This is done by predefining statically
the supported network types and applying configuration procedures realtime.
Our model represents the general networks as a directed graph having sensor nodes as
vertices and communication lines as edges. For each edge, the communication scheme can be
separately set up. The frameworks supports every message transmission modes (broadcasting,
direct addressing and acknowledgements) provided by the TinyOS system along with the Low-
Power-Listening [6] feature used mainly in resource-limited applications.
Since WSNs are heavily event-driven, the message transmissions are tied to specific events
such as timer triggering, message sending ans reception, or special control messages. During
the test runs, simple messages are transmitted having unique payloads that let us to collect
statistics about the communication in progress. These are among others: the count of message
sending requests, total sent messages, resend count, sent messages for which acknowledgement has not
been received, receive count, missed message count, etc. We have established a few equations that
must hold between these indices in order to have a method to verify them.
Since statistics are collected per edge, the user has the possibility to evaluate and analyze
either a certain communication line (part of a network) or the network in whole.
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